
The building of 1:35 Hobby Boss 83830 
US GMC CCKW 750 gallon Tanker 

 

Box art 

 

My rendition 



First issue: 2014. Kit number: 83830. Over 475 parts; for a 203 mm long truck, it 
certainly packs a lot of plastic, +/- 2.2 part per mm. Very heavy-duty PE fret. 

Survey instructions first to get an idea of its complexity.  
 

Although the US GMC CCKW 750-gallon Tanker was mostly used near the front 
as a Sherman tank refueling truck, it was also part of the East Anglia USAAF 

“Mighty Eight” Air Force scenery.  

 

Please note I will only add comments to the various steps when warranted; 
otherwise, the detailed drawings of each step are self-explanatory. 

 

I use Tamiya acrylic paints; I will simply label by their number and color. 
 

Alerts are in red: these alerts are suggestions on modifications to the order in 
which the steps should be organized, or to the model itself. 

 

This model is not destined to be displayed on its own; it will be part of the many 
vehicles and accessories included in a 4’ x 4’ diorama depicting a 1:32 Hong Kong 
Models USAAF Eight Air Force B-17G, tail number “297533” as it is readied for a 
mission over Merseburg, August 24, 1944, at RAF Chelveston, never to return. 
“297533” was brought down by 88mm flak 70 miles southwest of Berlin. All ten 
crew members survived, and ended up in Stalag Luft III. The diorama was 
commissioned by the two sons of its bombardier, Lieutenant Lester Sorensen, 
and is destined for Washington, DC, from my workshop in Montreal, Canada; 
hence, solidity of this build is paramount, as I will be too far away to affect any 
repairs, should anything break or is damaged during transportation.  
 

 
This is as close to B-17G WF E “297533” as I could find in my archives 

 
 



Steps 1 to 6: the underbody 

 

Primed; once hood is installed in the closed position, as mine will, never to be seen again 

 
Step 1: self-explanatory; excellent fit all around 

 

Step 2: PE1 and PE2 parts: as I had already installed the rear hooks, parts L11 and 
L12, by the time I realized I had not installed these bumpers, I simply bent the 
portions of the PE parts that were to be attached to the frame sides at a right 
angle inwards, and used thick-gel CA to secure these to the back of the frame. 
Not my finest moment. I chose the winch option; I glued one end of the rope to 
the drum, then wound nearly its whole length, leaving a bitter end of 3”, and used 
capillary CA on the wound portion and the tip of the bitter end to prevent 
unwinding and fraying; this rope will be painted XF-63 German Grey at step 13, 
and hook painted black. 
Step 3: I lost one bracket, part L21. Then, I checked photographs of the completed 
model online, and realized these brackets will never be seen, so I simply omitted 
them, along with the bottom of these brackets, parts L14; your call. 
Step 4: the instructions do not alert you to cement the end plates of the fuel tank, 
parts M1 and M2, to the body of the tank itself, part M12. Ascertain you cement 



the end plates with the bracket mounts up. I omitted PE-4 and PE-8; I did not see 
the point of these; your call. 
Step 5: winch hook, part B43: the hole meant to accommodate the winch rope is 
far too small, and there is not enough of a critical mass of polystyrene to enlarge 
it; I was enlarging the hole with a heated-up sewing needle when it jumped and 
was eaten up by my workbench top. So, I used one of the C25 hooks, cemented 
the bitter end to the top of the front bumper, and cemented hook C25 atop of 
the end of the rope, as per the diagram. Needless to say, I did not install parts 
C25 as suggested. Et voilà. At the painting stage, I will paint the hook black. 

 
 

Step 6: Test-fit two tires halves first, and notice how the treads line up. I remove 
the locator pins from parts C11 and D5; these pins are far more aggravating than 
useful. I then cement the tire halves together, properly aligned; squeeze with 
your fingers; do not clamp, as this may result in a mis-alignment. Once cement is 
cured, I “cycle” (the same process I use for aircraft tires; hence, the expression 
“cycle”) all assembled tires, running them on a grade 100 sandpaper block to give 
these the well-traveled look; this “cycling” provides the additional benefits of 
getting rid of sprue residue, excess cement and the ungainly and non-prototypical 
inevitable tire halves seams. No need to segregate the tires, the front, rear and 
spare tires are identical. I use AK 1040 Black Fine Primer, accomplishing both 
priming and painting tasks at one fell swoop; it produces a nice flat black; one can 
last you a very long time. If not, prime, and paint XF-85 Rubber Black. 

 

Tire; tire “cycled”; tire “cycled” and primed with AK 1040 

Step 6, continued: prime all remaining parts on sprues D and relevant parts on 
sprues C, while parts are still on their respective sprues; be aware parts C27, D1 
and D2 do not belong with the tire assemblies. Once  “brake drums”, parts D6 and 
D7, are assembled, paint every part inside and out the color of your choice; in my 
case, XF-62 Olive Drab. Prime and paint the “rims”,  parts C1, C2, C18, C26 and D3; 



no need to cement these rims on the tires, as the fit is very tight as it were; I could 
not get the first two rims that I tried to test-fit out (parts C1 and C2); if there ever 
was a slight tolerance, the thickness of the paint took care of that; if still too 
recalcitrant (as was, for me, the case for all eight rims of the outer rear tires), I 
used an X-Acto knife to remove the primer and a wee bit of the plastic of the tires 
themselves. Install tire assemblies only at step 12: 

 

From left to right: front tires (2), rear tires assemblies (4), spare tire 

 
Above and below: steps 1 to 6 completed 

 
 



 

Ready for step 12: tire attachment stubs stripped of paint; 
winch rope painted XF-63 German Grey; hook painted black 

 

Steps 7 to 9: the cab 

Step 7: retrieve pedals, parts C27, from wherever you stored them. Install the 
windscreen and wipers only after cab is fully painted and Future waxed. I did not 

install the door windows, parts T2 and 
T3, as August 24, 1944 was a warm and 
sunny East Anglia day, and the windows 
would have been rolled down. Your call.  
The dual gear levers, part B12, should be 
installed at a +/- 15 degree angle 
towards the rear of the cab; not evident 
on the diagram, until one takes a good 
look at it. Also, not so evident, the back 
of the brake and clutch pedals, parts C27, 
should be trimmed of the excess plastic, 
much like the back of the accelerator 
pedal, part B42; refer to photograph. 
 

The mounting plate of the steering column, part B1, is a tad too tall, trim its top  
before attaching the firewall, part B17, or it will bend down too low. I have no 
idea what part A16 is supposed to be; I did not install it; it would simply get in the 
way of the closed hood. 

Step 7, continued: CA in place inside ventilation intake, part PE-7, and rear cab 
window, part PE-5 (mislabeled on instructions, page 9, as PE-15); I use thick gel 



CA, spread with Q-tips, when I install PEs. Do not install windscreen, part T4, yet; 
wait until step 14; ditto the wipers, parts W1. The dashboard, part W15, does not 
test-fit; it is too long; I clamped both the cab and the dashboard, and trimmed, at 
a slight angle, at the glove compartment end: 

 
Photographs show dashboard already trimmed (red circle) 

Prime the inside and outside of the cab now; paint and Future wax the inside of 
the cab before installing. I am painting my model XF-62 Olive Drab. Test-fit the 
cab to the cab floor/firewall assembly, as it is not evident where the cement 
should be applied; do not cement in place yet. 

   
Doors, parts W17 and W18: cement in place the inside door handles (parts W23), 
window cranks (parts W24) and outside door handles (parts W23); for good 
measure, I added a drop of capillary CA, once cement was completely set. Prime, 
and paint both sides of the doors, and paint handles and cranks XF-16. Future wax 
both sides. Apply decals of your choice on the outsides of the doors. I will be 
installing the doors in the opened position; your call. Note the notch towards the 
bottom of each door: the side engine walls, parts W7 and W8, will nestle there. 



Painting the cab: I painted the entire inside cab compartment XF-62. I painted the 
dashboard XF-1 Flat Black, applied some bone-dry XF-16 pigment from a hard- 
bristled paintbrush, then Future-waxed where decal 17 will need to be applied. 
Steering column, gear shifts, handbrake: XF-16; steering wheel: X-16 Purple (why 
purple? An insider thing with a university hall-mate of mine); seats: XF-49 Khaki. 
 

Step 8: be mindful not to snip off the inner tabs of the fenders, parts B20 and B21, 
and the side panels, parts W7 and W8, when removing these from the sprue. The 
hood, part B30, will be installed in the closed position; hence, I omitted the brass 
wire from step 9. I ignored parts W20 and W22, as these would get in the way 
when installing the hood, part B30. I drilled the two holes in the left fender, part 
B21, as indicated, even though I still have no idea why these holes are suggested. 
Assemble side grilles, parts B4 and B5, to side engine walls, parts W7 and W8 first. 
Airbrush all components in this step, and Future wax. From step 9, install part 
C16, whatever it is, first, the siren, part B2, second, and only then the headlights 
sub-assemblies, parts C14, C17 and T1, prior to attaching fenders, parts B20 and 
B21; a lot easier to do while fenders have yet to be installed. Install wipers, parts 
W1, at step 14. Next: do not follow the sequence suggested by the instruction’s 
drawings. Proceed in the following order; somewhat tricky, but very feasible: 

 

Attaching fenders 

Trim/sand/file the tabs of the fenders that fit in the rear slot of the underneath 
of the cab floor just sufficiently so these tabs fit in the slots smugly. Apply cement 
generously to the slots and the contact points (one on each side) with the 
underneath of the cab floor you will discover, as it is hard to describe; test-fitting 
is the only way to find these contact points; check alignment of the forward 
portion of the fenders, looking at the result from the front (refer to photographs 
below); alignment does not have to be absolutely perfect, as the tabs on the front 
of the fenders will fit in slots of the side grilles, thus correcting any mis-alignment: 

 



Attaching engine side walls 

Test-fit engine side walls and determine contact points, aligning locator tab on 
the insides of the fenders with the slots in the side walls. They fit nicely. Ascertain 
the top of the two walls are perfectly aligned, for the hood to “sit” perfectly. 

Attaching radiator 
Attach radiator assembly in place; once painted XF-62, stain with X-19 Smoke; 
use generous amounts of Testors tube cement and squeeze the front of the side 
walls until set. I ignored the braces, parts PE-6. 

 
Test-fit the cab. Trim the top of the firewall as necessary and cement in place. 
Cement doors, if closed; opened: wait until step 14 (vulnerable); your call. Install 
hood, part B30, already decaled. Attach the grille, part B8. For now, test-fit result 
on the underbody, just so you know what is entailed at step 14. After installing 
the hood and grille on the completed model up to step 8, I realized this could not 
possibly be this simple, and I was right, unfortunately: huge gaps on both sides of 
the hood, between it and the top of the engine side walls; by then, the only 
reasonable solution was to putty the gaps; heat from a hobby iron was not 
practical. Apply the putty from the inside of the engine compartment to minimize 
the “damage” to the paint of the hood; sand, paint, and Future wax. Below: 
before (left); after; putty yet to be cleaned up, painted (right):  



  

 
Above and below: this is as good as it gets 



 
 

Step 9: do not install rear-view mirrors, parts W11 and W12, until step 14; too 
vulnerable otherwise. I painted the mirror portion with Tamiya XF-56 Metallic 
Grey enamel paint marker. Should you be building lots of vehicles with rear-view 
mirrors, I strongly suggest you purchase one of these markers; far superior to the 
acrylic Tamiya X-11 Chrome Silver paint alternative. This marker can be used, in 
lieu of X-11, for headlights and other smaller lights as well. 

 

Steps 10 to 14: the tank and finishing touches 

 

Step 10: start assembly of tank deck with attaching end ribs, parts M5 and M9, to 
decking, parts M3 and M13; you will NOT be able to attach these ribs if you start 
with central ribs, parts L9, as starting with L9s will cause the decking NOT to be 
parallel; I did cement the central ribs first, a logical choice considering the 



drawings on page 12; I had to lift the central ribs to get a proper result. The 
photograph below, left, illustrates my point; mercifully, the cement wasn’t set 
enough to render that task impossible; toothpick: to emphasise the problem: 

 
Remove central ribs, remove locator tabs, align and cement (above, right) 

 

Step 11: large tool box: sides, parts L16 and L17, and door, part L4, are ill-fitting; 
I snipped off the ends of the sides’ fitting ribs to get these sides to sit properly, 
and used putty to fill in the gap at the top (where the hinges would have been 
located) of the doors. The two PE-10s are there to prevent jerrycans from moving. 
Before installing both tanks, jerrycan racks, and tool boxes, paint all of these, as 
it will be difficult to do so once installed; example: the tank ends that would be 
too close to each other once installed, the space between the middle ribs, the 
jerrycan racks and tool boxes. Tanks bottom locator pins do not align properly; 
remove the locator pins completely and trim the undesired portions of the raised 
ridges of the two “platforms”, where the ribs are attached. and the tank assembly 
as completed at this point. Apply generous amounts of Testors tube cement on 
the ribs and align tanks properly. Paint the tank assembly as completed to this 
point. Should your assembly, viewed from the sides horizontally, be slightly 
downward concave, as mine was, insert a spacer of the proper size between the 
middle ribs to force the assembly to be perfectly straight; I used a piece of sprue 
tree, cut to fit inside the notches of the ribs:  

 

Note the paint already applied with a brush between the ribs (left) and the tank ends (right) 



Attaching the tool boxes/jerrycan racks: there is no way these fit as per the 
tabs/slots and the drawings on page 13. How are these supposed to fit completely 
on the platforms? I removed all the tabs and cemented these on as best as I could; 
note the tool boxes protruding from the end (red square), as the jerrycan racks 
have to be fully on the platforms to be able to store those jerrycans in the racks: 

 
Step 12: cement tires now, as you will not be able to test-fit the tank assembly on 
to underbody without the tires; if you do not, the mudguards will snap right off: 

 
Front tires installed on a slight right turn angle 

 

Paint mudguards, parts W10, and braces, parts W21, on their sprues. Cement 
mudguards and braces as shown; touch up paint at sprue connection points. Long 
fuel feed pipe, part M4: test-fit; may required an enlargement of the rear bottom 
tank hole, towards the rear of the tank (mine did); cement in place; paint 
underbody color, and the two valves tops and sides XF-7 Flat Red. Remove tabs 
from tool box, part M11; add door cover, part M8, and cement in place.  

 
 



Step 13: the jerrycans: having built over 100 1:35 jerrycans thus far for the B-17G 
diorama, I think the Hobby Boss ones are the nicest. Assembly: to make life 
easier, cement caps, parts 1, to tops, parts 4, lining up the square shape of the 
caps parallel to the sides of the tops, while these tops are still attached to the 
sprues. As I painted all the other jerrycans XF-16, I did the same here. Purists may 
disagree; however, by mid-1944, there was little need to paint these in a 
camouflage color, as Luftwaffe raids on East Anglia USAAF bases were nearly non-
existent; damaged US jerrycans were constantly being replaced with new 
unpainted ones; cement cans where you wish. Spare tire assembly: cement side 
holders, parts W6, on the bottom plate, part W14 (not identified as such on 
instruction sheet); ignore braces, parts W3; while cement is not yet set, cement 
the spare tire inside the side holders; this will create a very sturdy sub-assembly. 
Cement in correct place directly on the front of the fore tank. Cement jerrycans; 
there are only fourteen of these, so spread them out as you wish.  
Step 14: add decals as you wish; their adhesive is not very forgiving as far as 
moving them once on the model; seal these with Future wax on a Q-tip. Attach 
doors now, if in the opened position. Install windscreen, part T4 (clear-cement a 
second time one day later to be on the safe side), wiper blades, parts W1, 
jerrycans and rear-view mirrors, parts W11 and W12. Paint centre line of 
windscreen; best done with an Ammo rubber-tipped brush. Cement cab in place.  
 

 
Not quite completed yet; just test-fitting. I erred and installed the tanks backwards. Oh well… 

 
 
 
 



Gallery 

 

Purple window? Only lighting glare 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



Tamiya paints 

 

Flat Black:   XF-1   

Flat Red:   XF-7   

Flat Aluminum:  XF-16   

Khaki:   XF-49   

Olive Drab:   XF-62   

German Grey:  XF-63   

Rubber Black:  XF-85   

Smoke:   X-19    
 

“To dull coat or not to dull coat, that is the question:” 
 

That decision will be up to the recipients of the diorama. 
I am leaving this model not dull coated for now. Your call. 

 

 

 


